
 

SP Energy Networks: 
Children

Visit PowerWise.org.uk to discover our top electricity safety tips and then 
draw a picture in the space below or record your own video or TikTok 
showing the dangers of electricity and don't forget to put a danger sign on it! 
For example, can you demonstrate the dangers of flying a kite or drone 
near power lines? Or what risks are there playing football near a substation?

’s Safety 
Competition
£100 Mastercard voucher

Electricity carried on power lines is extra high voltage, as high as 
400,000 VOLTS! Power lines are high up so that we can’t touch 
them because when electricity is this powerful it can jump. 

If you are holding something that hits a power line, the electricity 
could travel through the object and into your body which is very dangerous.  

TOP TIPS:

Always make sure you look out for overhead lines, 
substations or underground cables before you play 
anywhere nearby and ask an adult for advice if 
you're unsure. If you do see anything dangerous, 
tell an adult to phone SP Energy Networks on 
105 to report it.

 

SP Energy Networks is running a competition  
to win a £100 Mastercard voucher.  

Entries can be a Poster, a Video or a Tick Tok and
should be submitted by Tuesday 30 June to:
powerwise@stripecommunications.com
or share your entries as a photo or video on Twitter or 
Instagram with the #PowerWise 

 

 

www.powerwise.org.uk



Summer safety for kids

Whether you’re outside playing football with your friends or fishing on the riverside,  
you should always be aware that electricity is all around us. 

Here’s the important things you’ll need to look out for so you can stay safe while  
you enjoy your summer holidays!

What to do in an emergency
If you find yourself in a power emergency situation, keep calm 
and call SP Energy Networks on 105.

 

For more information, visit www.spenergynetworks.co.uk

  

Terms and conditions apply

Football
•  DO try to play on fields or  

areas of grass that are clear  
of power lines

•  DO NOT try to climb power lines 
and pylons or enter substations 
for any reason. Even to get back 
lost balls, kites or drones

 

Kite and drone flying
 • DO make sure to fly the kite or 

 drone  in clear areas free of power 
 lines or pylons
• DO NOT fly the kite or drone 
 during stormy weather as this can 
 be dangerous

 

Fishing
•  DO pay attention to yellow danger signs near 

fishing areas, this will keep you safe and stop 
you from catching any live electrical wires 

•  DO NOT fish near power lines, the rod could 
get caught in cables or overhead power lines

Camping
•  DO bring a torch to make sure you can see 

everything around you when it’s dark

•  DO NOT pitch your tent near fields with 
overhead power lines or close to yellow 
danger sign


